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Abstract. Schwarz waveform relaxation (SWR) methods have been developed to solve a wide
range of diffusion-dominated and reaction-dominated equations. The appeal of these methods stems
primarily from their ability to use non-conforming space-time discretizations; SWR are consequently
well-adapted for coupling models with highly varying spatial and time scales. The efficacy of SWR
methods is questionable however, since in each iteration, one propagates an error across the entire
time interval. In this manuscript, we introduce an adaptive pipeline approach wherein one subdivides
the computational domain into space-time blocks, and adaptively selects the waveform iterates which
should be updated given a fixed number of computational workers. Our method is complementary
to existing space and time parallel methods, and can be used to obtain additional speedup when the
saturation point is reached for other types of parallelism. We analyze these waveform relaxation with
adaptive pipelining (WRAP) methods to show convergence and the theoretical speedup that can be
expected. Numerical experiments on solutions to the linear heat equation, the advection–diffusion
equation, and a reaction–diffusion equation illustrate features and efficacy of WRAP methods for
various transmission conditions.
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1. Introduction. The parallel numerical solution of time-dependent PDEs has
long been the focus of the high performance computing community. The classical
approach for leveraging high performance computing clusters is to apply a semi-
discretization in time to the time-dependent PDE, and then apply grid partitioning
or domain decomposition (DD) in space, for which sophisticated and highly efficient
methods exist [34]. For highly refined models however, accuracy or stability con-
straints often limit the size of the time step. The time stepping process, because of
its sequential nature, consequently becomes the bottleneck. Hence, parallelization in
the time direction has become an increasingly pressing issue, as attested to by the
annual conference series in time-parallelization methods (seventh edition as of 2018,
see http://parallelintime.org).

One approach for parallelization in time arises from a different way of using dom-
ain decomposition, the so-called waveform relaxation (WR) approach. Originally, WR
methods were developed by [25] for systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
that arise in circuit simulation, see also [36], and subsequently analyzed and extended
by many authors, see for instance [28, 29, 33, 3, 24, 23, 21, 2]. This approach has
also been adapted by the DD community in order to solve time-dependent PDEs,
giving rise to Schwarz waveform relaxation (SWR) methods, see [15, 18, 4, 16, 20]
and references therein. The SWR idea is to decompose first in space to obtain a col-
lection of (coupled) space-time subproblems, then iterate while exchanging interface
information over the whole time window. In fact, one can formally create waveform
relaxation variants out of any stationary iterative method based on DD. For example,
the elliptic Neumann-Neumann and Dirichlet-Neumann methods can be adapted to
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yield the NNWR and DNWR methods [22, 27].1 SWR formulations provide flexi-
bility for discretizing space and time within each space-time subdomain, especially
for problems where the dynamics vary greatly; see [20] for an application on ocean–
atmospheric coupling. On the other hand, when the dynamics are uniform and DD is
used purely for parallelization purposes, the convergence of SWR methods is typically
slower than their elliptic counterparts and deteriorates as the time window length T
increases [18, 22]. To address the deterioration in convergence, the convergence rate
can be monitored and the time window size reduced adaptively if convergence beco-
mes unacceptably slow, see [6]. Despite the deterioration of convergence rate, WR
exposes additional opportunities for parallelization, particularly in the time direction.
In [30], we presented the technique known as pipelining, in which different waveform
iterations of the SWR method can be made to run simultaneously on different time
steps, without affecting the mathematical properties of the algorithm. Pipeline paral-
lelism is also possible for Neumann–Neumann and Dirichlet–Neumann WR relaxation
methods [31]. In [14], the authors show that this can lead to a significant reduction
in wall-clock time relative to a purely spatial DD implementation for the same total
number of processors. Pipeline parallelism was also a popular technique for gaining
parallel solution efficiency for ODEs in the WR community; see for instance [17, 35].

Another drawback of the basic SWR method is the issue of oversolving in the
initial time steps. Consider for example an initial value problem (P), posed for t ∈
[0, T ] and discretized using a uniform time step ∆t = T/N . This contains as a
subproblem the same PDE, but posed on the shorter time interval t ∈ [0, T ′] with
T ′ = M∆t, where M < N . Denoting this subproblem by (P′), we observe that
any SWR method for the problem (P) must require at least as many iterations to
converge than the same SWR method for (P′), at least if the stopping criterion is in
terms of an Lp norm. This is because the iterates for (P′) are simply the restrictions of
the iterates for (P) over a smaller time window, so convergence for (P) automatically
implies convergence for (P′), but usually not the other way around. For SWR methods
applied to parabolic problems in particular, it was shown in [18] that the method
converges superlinearly, with a rate that depends even more strongly on T than the
generic bound in [29] for ODEs. This means for parabolic problems, the error for
SWR in the initial time steps is often several orders of magnitude smaller than the
error at the final time. Thus, the method is essentially using valuable computational
cycles to oversolve the initial time steps relative to the overall tolerance.

In this paper, we address the oversolving problem by presenting a modified version
of the pipelining algorithm in [30]; we call this method Waveform Relaxation with
Adaptive Pipelining (WRAP), because the time window on which the PDE is actively
being integrated changes over the duration of the computation. Initially, the method
uses a small time window, whose size is determined by the number of available proces-
sors. Once a solution in this time window is solved to sufficient accuracy, we accept
the solution and stop iterating; instead, we expand the time horizon and reallocate the
processor to solve for a solution at a later time window. We keep doing this until the
final time horizon coincides with the original interval [0, T ]. We describe this method
in more detail in section 2. Note that this method is mathematically different from
the original WR method, because not every time step is iterated the same number of
times starting from the same initial and interface conditions. To analyze the conver-
gence of this method, we introduce an error propagation model in section 3, show that

1In this paper, we will refer to all DD-based WR methods as Schwarz WR methods, even when
the underlying DD method is not of the Schwarz type, such as the NNWR and DNWR methods.
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error measures satisfying the error propagation model can be derived for the classical
SWR and optimized SWR method, and then study the convergence properties of the
error propagation model. We also prove an estimate on the theoretical speedup ratio
as a function of the number of available processors P . We will see that the average
number of iterations required per time step depends on P , but is independent of the
time window size, unlike the original WR method. Finally, in section 4 we present
numerical results for a variety of diffusive problems and DD methods. The results
confirm our theoretical analysis and show that it is possible for a WRAP method to
obtain a speedup of at least 5–6 over a purely spatial DD method with sequential
time-stepping.

2. Algorithms. We start by considering an equivalent formulation of WR algo-
rithms when the time horizon [0, T ] is subdivided into shorter intervals. Suppose that
the space–time domain, Ω× [0, T ], is partitioned into space–time subdomains,

{Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,ΩJ} ⊗ {I1, I2, . . . , IM},

where the spatial partitioning {Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,ΩJ} can be overlapping or non-overlapping,
with the interfaces denoted by Γj = ∂Ωj \ ∂Ω, and the temporal partitioning is

Im = [Tm−1, Tm],m = 1, . . . ,M . Let u
[k]
j,m(x, t) denote the kth waveform iterate in

Ωj×Im. Additionally, for ease of notation later, we denote the (spatially) distributed

solution as u
[k]
m (x, t), where

u[k]
m (x, t) = {u[k]

j,m(x, t)}Jj=1.(1)

Let integrate denote a subroutine that computes a numerical approximation to the

spatially distributed solution u
[k]
m (x, t). Specifically, the routine

[g[k]
m , h[k]

m ]← integrate(Im, f, g
[k]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ),

takes as its input:
• the interval of integration, Im = [Tm−1, Tm];
• boundary conditions for the PDE, f , on ∂Ω;

• the (distributed) solution at the start of the time interval, g
[k]
m−1 = u

[k]
m (x, Tm−1);

• the (time-dependent) coupling conditions, h
[k−1]
m ;

and returns as its output:

• the (distributed) solution at the end of the time interval, g
[k]
m = u

[k]
m (x, Tm);

• the updated (time-dependent) coupling conditions, h
[k]
m .

For example, in a classical Schwarz Waveform Relaxation (SWR) implementation,

the coupling conditions, h
[k]
m = {h[k]

j,m}Jj=1 would be the set of Dirichlet interface

conditions required to solve the PDE on {Ωj} × Im, i.e., h
[k]
j,m = u

[k]
j,m|Γj×Im . The

classical SWR computation proceeds according to Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, we
have split the integration over [0, T ] into a sequence of shorter integration steps over
Im, m = 1, . . . ,M , and computed K waveform iterates. Pipeline parallelism is now
possible [30], because multiple tasks (i.e., multiple integrate routine calls) can be
launched if the required input data is available. For example, the completion of

[g
[1]
1 , h

[1]
1 ] ← integrate(I1, f, g

[1]
0 , h

[0]
1 ),

provides the required input for two integrate function calls,

[g
[1]
2 , h

[1]
2 ] ← integrate(I2, f, g

[1]
1 , h

[0]
2 ),

[g
[2]
1 , h

[2]
1 ] ← integrate(I1, f, g

[2]
0 , h

[1]
1 ).
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Algorithm 1 Classical Schwarz Waveform Relaxation

1: for k = 1 to K do . for each waveform iterate,
2: for m = 1 to M do . for each time block,
3: if m = 1 then
4: set g

[k]
0 = u0(x) . utilize initial condition.

5: end if
6: if k = 1 then
7: specify h

[0]
m . guess initial coupling condition.

8: end if
9: [g

[k]
m , h

[k]
m ]← integrate(Im, f, g

[k]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ) . Integrate solution over Im

10: end for
11: end for

More generally, a dependency graph can be generated to identify tasks that can be run
in parallel. In Figure 1, the output of each integrate routine is shown in the purple
boxes. Tasks belonging to the same column can all be run concurrently, provided
enough processors are available. This pipeline works best if the execution of each task
(i.e. purple box) takes roughly the same wall time.

g
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[1]
1 g

[1]
2 , h

[1]
2 g
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3 , h

[1]
3 g
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4 , h
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[1]
5

g
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1 , h
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1 g
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· · ·
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· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Fig. 1: Dependency graph for SWR. The variables within the purple boxes denote
the outputs of the integrate routine. The width of the arrows reflect the amount of
information that needs to be passed to the newly spawned tasks. If the execution of
each task (purple box) takes roughly the same wall time, each column of tasks can be
simultaneously computed if sufficient processors are available.

The pipeline parallel SWR computation can be implemented using a tasklist,

which is a list2 of tuples (k,m), corresponding to the solution values (g
[k]
m , h

[k]
m ) that

can presently be computed because the dependencies are satisfied. The pipeline SWR

2which can be implemented as a hash map for efficiency.
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algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. A couple of observations are in order: integrate

Algorithm 2 Pipeline SWR

1: tasklist = {} . initialize tasklist as empty
2: tasklist.append({1,1}) . add first task
3: while not empty(tasklist) do
4: parfor p = 1 to size(tasklist) do
5: task = tasklist.get(p) . task: pth entry of tasklist
6: k = task.k; m = task.m; . set (k,m) from task
7: if m = 1 then
8: set g

[k]
0 = u0(x) . utilize initial condition.

9: end if
10: if k = 1 then
11: specify h

[0]
m . guess initial coupling condition.

12: end if
13: [g

[k]
m , h

[k]
m ] ← integrate(Im, f, g

[k]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ) . Integrate solution over Im

14: tasklist.remove(p) . Remove pth entry from tasklist
15: if k = 1 and m < M then
16: tasklist.append({k,m+ 1}) . advance if not final time block.
17: end if
18: if k < K then
19: tasklist.append({k + 1,m}) . compute next waveform iterate
20: end if
21: end parfor
22: end while

will be called K ·M times, similar to the classical SWR implementation. Secondly,
the order in which tasks in tasklist are executed do not matter.

One way to save computation is to prune the dependency graph and remove
tasks that are either unnecessary or ineffective in reducing the error in the solution.
To accomplish this pruning, we propose an adaptive framework that utilizes two key

ideas. Firstly, suppose for example, that the error associated with computing u
[2]
1

satisfies some user prescribed tolerance. Then, one can stop iterating on time interval
I1 and use the converged solution at the end of this interval to spawn any future task
involving interval I2, thereby reducing the total number of tasks within each column.
An example of this modified dependency graph is shown in Figure 2. More generally,

one can utilize the integrate routine to return (g
[k]
m , h

[k]
m ) given (g

[j]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ), where

j ≤ k i.e.,

[g[k]
m , h[k]

m ]← integrate(Im, f, g
[j]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ), where j ≤ k.

Secondly, if g
[k]
m−1 is so inaccurate that further iteration in Im, Im+1, . . . would not

lead to a significant reduction in error, then it is advantageous to wait until a more

accurate solution g
[j]
m−1, j > k becomes available, and use that as the starting value

for further integration. In Figure 3, two iterations are performed in I2 before we begin

iterating in I3, i.e. g
[2]
2 is used instead of g

[1]
2 to compute g

[1]
3 . In other words, we have

shifted everything to the right of (g
[1]
2 , h

[1]
2 ) downward and to the right and changed

the dependencies, as shown in red in Figure 3. More generally, one can utilize the
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Fig. 2: Dependency graph for SWR if the error associated with u
[2]
1 satisfies some user

prescribed tolerance. The new dependencies are shown in red.
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Fig. 3: Dependency graph for SWR if two iterations are performed in I2 before we

begin iterating in I3, i.e. g
[2]
2 is used instead of g

[1]
2 to compute g

[1]
3 . Each column

has only two tasks, i.e., only two time-parallel tasks can be simultaneously computed
(ntasks = 2).

integrate routine to return (g
[k]
m , h

[k]
m ) given (g

[j]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ), where j ≥ k, i.e.,

[g[k]
m , h[k]

m ]← integrate(Im, f, g
[j]
m−1, h

[k−1]
m ), where j ≥ k.

This transformation changes the mathematical properties of the WR algorithm, and
new convergence estimates must be proved, which we will do in section 3.

We are now ready to present the Waveform Relaxation with Adaptive Pipelining
(WRAP) method in Algorithm 3. We begin by noting the key differences between
the Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 2.

1. In the while-loop block in Algorithm 2, lines 4–21, the pipeline SWR algo-
rithm completes every task in tasklist. This corresponds to concurrently
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executing every purple task in a column of Figure 1. Suppose instead that
ntasks is the maximum number of “parallel-in-time” tasks that we wish to
execute simultaneously by our machine3. In Algorithm 3 line 5, at most
ntasks are performed within each while-loop block. What do we do if there
are more than ntasks elements in tasklist? To choose which tasks in
tasklist to execute, we use the heuristic that more accurate initial con-
ditions always leads to faster error reduction: we select from the list ntasks
elements with the smallest m, i.e., corresponding to the earliest time inter-
vals. Thus, tasks with larger m will be delayed until the solution at earlier
time intervals has converged. This is implemented in line 4 of Algorithm 3,
where the tasks in tasklist are sorted according to m.

2. We only compute additional waveform iterates in Im if the coupling conditions
have not converged, line 19 in Algorithm 3.

3. The most accurate coupling conditions, hm and initial conditions for each
interval, gm, are used and stored in line 14 of Algorithm 3. This is in contrast
to line 13 of Algorithm 2, where specific waveform iterates are used and stored.

Algorithm 3 Schwarz WR with adaptive pipelining

1: tasklist = {} . initialize tasklist as empty
2: tasklist.append({1,1}) . add first task
3: while not empty(tasklist) do
4: tasklist.sort.m; . sort tasklist using the variable m
5: parfor p = 1 to min(size(tasklist), ntasks) do
6: task = tasklist.get(p); . task: pth entry of tasklist
7: k = task.k; m = task.m; . set (k,m) from task
8: if m = 1 then
9: set g0 ← u0(x) . utilize initial condition.

10: end if
11: if k = 1 then
12: specify hm . guess initial coupling condition.
13: end if
14: [gm, hm] ← integrate(Im, f, gm−1, hm) . Integrate solution over Im
15: tasklist.remove(p) . Remove pth entry from tasklist
16: if k = 1 and m < M then
17: tasklist.append({k,m+ 1}) . advance if not final time block.
18: end if
19: if coupling condition not converged then
20: tasklist.append({k + 1,m}) . compute next waveform iterate
21: end if
22: end parfor
23: end while

There are two limiting cases of interest in Algorithm 3. If ntasks = 1 and the
time window Im = [Tm−1, Tm] consists of a single time step, ∆t, then the WRAP fra-

mework simplifies to a classical domain decomposition method, where g
[k]
m is iterated

3It is envisioned that each parallel-in-time task executes on a spatially distributed solution, (1).
If a hybrid MPI-OpenMP framework is used to implement the adaptive WR methods, ntasks can
be initialized to the number of processing cores available on each socket. Hence, the task-based time
parallelism is accomplished using OpenMP and the distributed spatial parallelism using MPI.
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to convergence before computing g
[1]
m+1. The second limiting case is when all the tasks

in tasklist are simultaneously computed before a new task list is generated based
on the recently completed tasks. We shall denote this as ntasks = ∞, with the un-
derstanding that the maximum number of simultaneous tasks that can be computed
is limited by the number of time steps used in the discretization. In this case, WRAP
produces iterates that are the same to those of classical SWR, Algorithms 1 and 2,
up to the preset tolerance TOL, since the dependency graph is identical.

3. Convergence Analysis. To understand the convergence properties of the
WRAP method, we first introduce an error propagation model that is valid for both
non-adaptive and adaptive SWR methods. Consider again the dependency graph for
non-adaptive SWR, shown in Figure 1. Let G(m, k) and H(m, k) be error measures

related to the iterates g
[k]
m and h

[k]
m , which must be suitably defined according to

the problem and method chosen. In general, one should choose G(m, k) to be the

maximum error in g
[k]
m . Similarly, H(m, k) should be the maximum error in the

interface conditions over the time window [Tm−1, Tm]. In other words, for well-posed
problems, G(m, k) and H(m, k) should be chosen so that

G(m, k) = H(m, k) = 0 =⇒ u
[k]
j,m = u|Ωj×Im .

Our error propogation model will be based on a system of coupled recurrence
equations

(2)

{
G(m, k) ≤ αG(m− 1, k) + H(m, k),

H(m, k + 1) ≤ G(m− 1, k) + βH(m, k),

where α and β are constants, with β < 1. The constant α measures amplification or
decay of the error in the initial condition for each time window, assuming no error in
the coupling conditions. This constant can be greater than 1 for unstable problems.
The constant β measures the contraction of the error in the interface conditions when
the initial conditions are exact ; this is a property of the Schwarz WR method, and
must be less than 1 in some appropriate norm if the original method converges.
However, the exact error norm that must be chosen in order to achieve β < 1 depends
on both the problem and the method chosen.

The remainder of the section is structured as follows. In subsection 3.1, we
illustrate how error measures satisfying (2) can be identified for two representative
SWR methods: the classical SWR method with subdomain problems posed in the
continuous setting, and an optimized SWR method with Robin interface conditions,
using a P r finite element discretization in space and the Theta method in time.
For ease of presentation, we present the analysis for the linear heat equation; the
techniques are similar for other parabolic problems, but the analysis is more involved.
These two methods are chosen to show that the model (2) can accommodate a variety
of problems: the system to be solved can be continuous or fully discrete, and the
main argument can be based on either the maximum principle or energy estimates.
In subsection 3.2 and subsection 3.3, model (2) is used to show that both the non-
adaptive and adaptive pipeline methods will converge. In particular, we show that
for each space-time subdomain, G(m, k) → 0 and H(m, k) → 0 as k → ∞ for both
methods as long as β < 1. Finally, in subsection 3.4, the theoretical speedup that can
be achieved by the WRAP method is derived.
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3.1. Error Propagation for Selected Schwarz WR Methods. In the next
two theorems, we show that for the linear heat equation, the error propagation model
(2) is valid for both classical SWR and optimized SWR with Robin transmission
conditions, provided we choose the error measures correctly. Since the heat equation
is linear, it suffices to consider the homogeneous problem with an arbitrary initial
guess along the artificial interfaces.

Theorem 3.1. Consider the classical Schwarz WR applied to the homogeneous
heat equation,

∂tu
[k]
j −∆u

[k]
j = 0, u

[k]
j

∣∣∣
t=T0

= 0,

with initial guesses on the artificial interfaces ∂Ωj \ ∂Ω, j = 1, . . . , J . Denote the
time sub-intervals by I1, . . . , IM , where Im = [Tm−1, Tm], m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . If

G(m, k) = max
j
‖u[k]

j (·, Tm)‖L∞(Ωj),

H(m, k) = max
j

(
sup
t∈Im

‖u[k]
j (·, t)‖L∞(∂Ωj)

)
,

then {G(m, k)}k,m≥1 and {H(m, k)}k,m≥1 satisfy the recurrence (2) for some 0 <
α < 1 and 0 < β < 1.

Proof. We consider the solution at the kth iteration inside the space-time sub-

domain (x, t) ∈ Ωj × Im. The solution satisfies ∂tu
[k]
j − ∆u

[k]
j = 0 with initial and

boundary conditions

‖u[k]
j (·, Tm−1)‖L∞(Ωj) ≤ G(m− 1, k), ‖u[k]

j (·, t)‖L∞(∂Ωj) ≤ H(m, k) ∀t ∈ Im.

Since the PDE is linear, it suffices to estimate G(m, k) by first setting H(m, k) = 0,
then estimating G(m, k) by setting G(m − 1, k) = 0, and finally adding the two
estimates together. The same procedure can be applied to estimate H(m, k + 1).
Thus, we first consider the subdomain problem with zero interface conditions

∂tu
[k]
j −∆u

[k]
j = 0, u

[k]
j

∣∣∣
t=Tm−1

= 1, u
[k]
j

∣∣∣
∂Ωj

= 0.

By the maximum principle, we have

0 ≤ u[k]
j (x, t) ≤ αj(t) < 1, ∀ (x, t) ∈ Ωj × Im.

In anticipation of showing convergence of the solution u
[k]
j (x, Tm) at the end of the

time interval Im, we define

αj := αj(Tm), α := max
j
αj < 1.

Note that although α depends on the length of the time interval Im and on the
diameter of the subdomains, such an α always exists.

Next, if we consider the subdomain problem with zero initial conditions,

∂tu
[k]
j −∆u

[k]
j = 0, u

[k]
j

∣∣∣
t=Tm−1

= 0, u
[k]
j

∣∣∣
∂Ωj

= 1,
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we get trivially that

0 ≤ u[k]
j (x, t) ≤ 1, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ωj × Im.

However, on a set Γ ⊂ Ωj that is at a distance of at least δ away from ∂Ωj , we in fact
have [16, Lemma 3.1]

u
[k]
j (·, t)‖L∞(Γ) ≤ β < 1,

where β depends on the distance δ. Thus, for the general problem ∂tu
[k]
j −∆u

[k]
j = 0

with

|u[k]
j (x, Tm−1)| ≤ G(m− 1, k), ∀x ∈ Ωj ,

|u[k]
j (x, t)| ≤ H(m, k), ∀(x, t) ∈ ∂Ωj × Im,

we have |u[k]
j (·, t)| ≤ αj(t)G(m− 1, k) +H(m, k), which leads to

(3) |u[k]
j (·, Tm)| ≤ αG(m− 1, k) +H(m, k).

However, the Dirichlet values transmitted to the neighbours of Ωj lie in a set Γ at
least δ away from ∂Ωj , so we have the estimate

‖u[k]
j (·, t)‖L∞(Γ) ≤ G(m− 1, k) + βH(m, k), ∀t ∈ Im.

For optimized Schwarz waveform relaxation (OSWR), we have the following result
if we use P r finite elements for the spatial discretization and the Theta method with
1
2 ≤ θ ≤ 1 for discretization in time. For simplicity, we assume that each time block
consists of a single time step, and that the spatial decomposition is non-overlapping
with no cross points. We denote by Γij = ∂Ωi∩∂Ωj the interface between Ωi and Ωj .

Theorem 3.2. Consider the optimized Schwarz WR applied to the homogeneous
heat equation discretized with the Theta method in time and P r finite elements in space
with r ≥ 1 over a shape regular, quasi-uniform triangulation Th. More precisely, let

u
[k]
jm ≈ u

[k]
j (·, Tm) satisfy

∫
Ωj

v

(
u

[k]
jm − u

[k]
j,m−1

∆tm

)
+

∫
Ωj

∇w̄[k]
jm · ∇v +

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

pw̄
[k]
jmv =

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

R
[k]
jmv, ∀v ∈ V hj ,

(4)

R
[k+1]
jm |Γij

= (2pw̄
[k]
im −R

[k]
im)|Γij

,(5)

where ∆tm = Tm−Tm−1, w̄
[k]
jm = (1−θ)u[k]

j,m−1 +θu
[k]
jm with 1

2 ≤ θ ≤ 1, and the initial

Robin traces R
[1]
jm are posed on the artificial interfaces ∂Ωj \ ∂Ω, j = 1, . . . , J , cf. [9].

If

G(m, k) =

1

2

∑
j

‖u[k]
jm‖

2
L2(Ωj)

1/2

, H(m, k) =

∆tm
∑
j

‖R[k]
jm‖

2
L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω)

1/2

,

then {G(m, k)}k,m≥1 and {H(m, k)}k,m≥1 satisfy the recurrence (2) for α = 1 and
some 0 < β < 1, where β depends on the length of the time step size ∆tm.
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Proof. Let v = w̄
[k]
jm in (4) and calculate

(6)
1

2∆tm

∫
Ωj

[
(u

[k]
jm)2 − (u

[k]
j,m−1)2 + (2θ − 1)(u

[k]
jm − u

[k]
j,m−1)2

]
+

∫
Ωj

|∇w̄[k]
jm|

2

=

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

(R
[k]
jm − pw̄

[k]
jm)w̄

[k]
jm =

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

[
(R

[k]
jm)2 − (2pw̄

[k]
jm −R

[k]
jm)2

]
.

Using the update formula (5) and the fact that 2θ− 1 ≥ 0, we obtain, after summing
over all subdomains Ωj , that

1

2

∑
j

‖u[k]
jm‖

2
L2(Ωj) + ∆tm

∑
j

‖R[k+1]
jm ‖2L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω)

≤ 1

2

∑
j

‖u[k]
j,m−1‖

2
L2(Ωj) + ∆tm

∑
j

‖R[k]
j ‖

2
L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω).

In other words, we have

G(m, k)2 +H(m, k + 1)2 ≤ G(m− 1, k)2 +H(m, k)2,

which immediately implies the recurrence relation (2) with α = β = 1. To see that
β can in fact be chosen to be less than 1, it suffices by linearity to consider the case

where u
[k]
j,m−1 = 0 for all j and show that H(m, k + 1) ≤ βH(m, k) for some β < 1.

We proceed by substituting u
[k]
j,m−1 = 0 into (4), so that w̄

[k]
jm = θu

[k]
jm:

(7)

∫
Ωj

u
[k]
jmv

∆tm
+ θ

(∫
Ωj

∇u[k]
jm · ∇v +

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

pu
[k]
jmv

)
=

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

R
[k]
jmv.

By Lemma 4.10 in [34] and Theorem 4.5.11 in [5], there exists a discrete harmonic

extension v ∈ V hj of R
[k]
jm, such that v|∂Ωj\∂Ω = R

[k]
jm and

‖v‖H1(Ωj) ≤ C‖R
[k]
jm‖H1/2(∂Ωj\∂Ω) ≤ Ch−1/2‖R[k]

jm‖L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω).

Substituting this v into (7) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the left, we
obtain∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

(R
[k]
jm)2 ≤ 1

∆tm
‖u[k]

jm‖L2(Ωj) ‖v‖L2(Ωj) + θ|u[k]
jm|H1(Ωj) |v|H1(Ωj)

+ θp‖u[k]
jm‖L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω) ‖R

[k]
jm‖L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω)

≤
(

θ

∆tm
‖u[k]

jm‖
2
L2(Ωj) + θ2|u[k]

jm|
2
H1(Ωj)

)1/2(
1

θ∆tm
‖v‖2L2(Ωj) + |v|2H1(Ωj)

)1/2

+ θp‖u[k]
jm‖L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω) ‖R

[k]
jm‖L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω)

≤
(

θ

∆tm
‖u[k]

jm‖
2
L2(Ωj) + θ2|u[k]

jm|
2
H1(Ωj)

)1/2(
C1√
θh∆tm

+ C2p

)
‖R[k]

jm‖L2(∂Ωj\∂Ω).

Dividing both sides by ‖R[k]
jm‖L2(∂Ωj\Ω), we see that∫

∂Ωj\∂Ω

(R
[k]
jm)2 ≤ C̄

(
θ

∆tm
‖u[k]

jm‖
2
L2(Ωj) + θ2|u[k]

jm|
2
H1(Ωj)

)
,
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where C̄ > 1 depends on ∆tm, h and p. Substituting into (6), and keeping in mind

the assumption that u
[k]
j,m−1 = 0, we deduce that∫

∂Ωj\∂Ω

[
(R

[k]
jm)2 − (2pw̄

[k]
jm −R

[k]
jm)2

]
=

θ

∆tm

∫
Ωj

(u
[k]
jm)2 + θ2

∫
Ωj

|∇u[k]
jm|

2

≥ C̄−1

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

(R
[k]
jm)2.

We conclude that∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

(2pw̄
[k]
jm −R

[k]
jm)2 ≤ (1− C̄−1)

∫
∂Ωj\∂Ω

(R
[k]
jm)2,

so summing over all j shows that H(m, k + 1) ≤ βH(m, k) with β = 1− C̄−1 < 1, as
required.

3.2. The non-adaptive case. We now illustrate how the error propagation
model (2) can be used to derive error estimate for the corresponding SWR method.
We choose classical SWR as an example; the case of optimized SWR can be derived
similarly. Note that this is only a linear estimate and is less sharp than the estimate
in [16], but the linear estimate is much more amenable to our later analysis for the
adaptive case, when the dependency graph no longer resembles Figure 1.

Lemma 3.3. Consider classical SWR with

u
[k]
j (x, T0) = 0, and ‖u[1]

j (·, t)‖L∞(∂Ωj) ≤ 1,

for all j. Let ξ ≥ 1 and η > β > 0 be constants that satisfy (ξ − α)(η − β) = 1. Then

|u[k]
j (x, t)| ≤ G(m− 1, k) +H(m, k) on Ωj × [Tm−1, Tm],

where the functions G(m, k) and H(m, k) are defined in Theorem 3.1, and satisfy

H(m, k) ≤ ξm−1ηk−1,(8)

G(m, k) ≤ (η − β)ξmηk−1.(9)

Proof. Since ξ ≥ 1 and H(m, 1) ≤ 1 by definition, we see that (8) holds for k = 1.
Moreover, since (η − β)ξ = 1 + α(η − β) > 1, (3) implies

G(1, k) ≤ H(1, k) ≤ ηk−1 ≤ (η − β)ξηk−1,

which proves (9) for m = 1. We now prove (8) and (9) by induction on m and k using
the recurrence (2). Indeed, we have

H(m, k + 1) ≤ G(m− 1, k) + βH(m, k) ≤ (η − β)ξm−1ηk−1 + βξm−1ηk−1 = ξm−1ηk.

Moreover,

G(m, k) ≤ αG(m− 1, k) +H(m, k) ≤ (α(η − β) + 1)ξm−1ηk−1 = (η − β)ξmηk−1,

since 1 = (ξ − α)(η − β). We have thus proved (8) and (9) inductively, as required.

Note that there is some flexibility in choosing ξ and η, as long as the constraint
(ξ − α)(η − β) = 1 is satisfied. One example is

ξ =
1 + α

1− β
> 1, η =

1 + αβ2

1 + αβ
< 1.

We see from Lemma 3.3 that H(m, k) converges to zero as k → ∞ for fixed m, but
the constant increases with m. One can choose an η arbitrarily close to, but larger
than, β, but one must then live with the growth in m that comes from a large ξ.
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3.3. Adaptive Case. To analyze the adaptive case, we start by referring to the
dependency graph in Figure 3. To facilitate the analysis, it is more convenient to label
each task in a row with the same iteration number k; thus, from now on we redefine
the iteration number k as in Figure 4.

G(1,1)
H(1,1)

G(2,1)
H(2,1)

G(1,2)
H(1,2)

G(2,2)
H(2,2)

G(1,3)
H(1,3)

G(3,2)
H(3,2)

G(2,3)
H(2,3)

G(4,2)
H(4,2)

G(3,3)
H(3,3)

· · ·

· · ·

Fig. 4: This figure gives the dependency graph for the same iterative process previously
shown in Figure 3, but with new labels for k, and where {G(m, k), H(m, k)} in each

task denotes the error measures related to the iterates g
[k]
m and h

[k]
m respectively. The

new labels, k, are related to the old labels, k̃, by the relation k = k̃+Dm, where Dm is
the delay in starting the method for the mth time interval because processors are not
available to complete this task. In this example, the solution in I2 is iterated twice
before the computation in I3 is initiated. Hence, we have D1 = D2 = 0, D3 = D4 = 1.
The new labels are shown in red.

Let k̃ be the old label. The old and new labels are related by k = k̃+Dm, where
Dm is the delay in starting the method for themth time interval because processors are
not available to compute the mth interval. This delay does not include the “burn-in”
time, i.e., the amount of time waiting for appropriate initial or boundary conditions to
begin the computation on the mth time interval. For the adaptive SWR for instance,
we have

G(m, k) = G(m, k̃ +Dm) = max
j
‖g[k]
j,m‖L∞(Ωj).

For convenience, we will let P = ntasks, the number of time-parallel tasks that can
be executed simultaneously. The delay Dm has the following properties:

• Dm ≤ Dm+1 for all m;
• If P ≥ 1 time-parallel tasks can be run simultaneously, then D1 = · · · =
DP = 0. This is because the first P time intervals always have priority over
later times in the task list.

With the new numbering, our computational model (2) becomes

(10)


G(m, k) ≤ αG(m− 1, k) + H(m, k), k > Dm,

H(m, k + 1) ≤ G(m− 1, k) + βH(m, k), k > Dm,

H(m, k) ≤ 1, k ≤ Dm.

The last condition simply indicates that there can be no reduction of error in the
interface conditions until the method starts iterating on the interval Im. To solve
(10), we need the following lemma, whose proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.3.
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Lemma 3.4. Let ξ ≥ 1 and η > β > 0 be constants that satisfy (ξ−α)(η−β) = 1.
Let Ar = Ar(ξ, η), r ≥ 1 be any non-negative function of ξ and η such that

(11) ξm−1ηDm

m∑
r=1

Ar(ξ, η) ≥ 1.

If G(m, k) and H(m, k) satisfy (10) for all m, k ≥ 1, then

H(m, k) ≤ ξm−1ηk−1
m∑
r=1

Ar, G(m, k) ≤ (η − β)ξmηk−1
m∑
r=1

Ar.

We are now going to choose the Ar so that condition (11) is satisfied.

Lemma 3.5. Let ξ ≥ 1 and η > β > 0 be constants that satisfy (ξ−α)(η−β) = 1.
For each m ≥ 1, define

Am = ξ1−mη−Dm max
(

0, 1−
∑m−1
r=1 Arξ

m−1ηDm

)
.

Then

(12) ξm−1ηk−1
m∑
r=1

Ar = max
1≤j≤m

ξm−jηk−1−Dj ,

Therefore, if G(m, k) and H(m, k) satisfy (10) for all m, k ≥ 1, then

H(m, k) ≤ max
1≤j≤m

ξm−jηk−1−Dj , G(m, k) ≤ (η − β) max
1≤j≤m

ξm−j+1ηk−1−Dj .

Proof. By induction on m. The base case m = 1 reads

ηk−1A1 = ηk−1η−Dm = max
1≤j≤m

ηk−1−Dj .

Assume inductively that (12) holds for m. Then for m+ 1, we have

ξmηk−1
m+1∑
r=1

Ar = ξ max
1≤j≤m

ξm−jηk−1−Dj + ξmηk−1Am+1

= max
1≤j≤m

ξm+1−jηk−1−Dj + max
(
0, ηk−1−Dm+1 −

∑m
r=1Arξ

mηk−1
)

= max
1≤j≤m

ξm+1−jηk−1−Dj + max

(
0, ηk−Dm+1 − ξ max

1≤j≤m
ξm−jηk−1−Dj

)
Thus,

ξmηk−1
m+1∑
r=1

Ar =

η
k−1−Dm+1 , if ηk−1−Dm+1 ≥ max

1≤j≤m
ξm+1−jηk−1−Dj ,

max
1≤j≤m

ξm+1−jηk−1−Dj , otherwise.

It follows that

ξmηk−1
m+1∑
r=1

Ar = max
1≤j≤m+1

ξm+1−jηk−1−Dj ,

which completes the induction. The corresponding bounds on H(m, k) and G(m, k)
now follow from Lemma 3.4.
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3.4. Theoretical Speedup. We are now ready to estimate the theoretical speed-
up of WRAP when P < ∞ tasks can be executed simultaneously. By construction,
one cannot start iterating on the time interval Im until the iteration on Im−P has con-
verged. Define Em to be the ending time for the mth time interval, i.e., the smallest k
such that H(m, k + 1) ≤ ε, where ε is some predefined tolerance. Then by definition,
we have Em = k, where

H(m, k + 1) ≤ ε ≤ H(m, k) ≤ max
1≤j≤m

ξm−jηk−1−Dj .

Suppose the maximum on the right hand side of the above equation is achieved for
j = j∗. Then taking logarithms yields

(m− j∗) log ξ − (Em −Dj∗ − 1)| log η| ≥ −| log ε|,

or

(13) Em ≤ 1 +Dj∗ +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ (m− j∗) log ξ

| log η|
.

Moreover, since j∗ maximizes ξm−jηk−1−Dj , we see that

(m− j∗) log ξ − (k − 1−Dj∗)| log η| ≥ (m− j) log ξ − (k − 1−Dj)| log η|,

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. In other words, we have

Dj∗ − j∗
log ξ

| log η|
≥ Dj − j

log ξ

| log η|
, j = 1, . . . ,m.

This function will be important later, so let us define

Fm := Dm −m(log ξ/| log η|).(14)

We can then rewrite (13) as

(15) Em −Dm ≤ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ max
1≤j≤m

Fj − Fm.

Note that the left hand side is the number of iterations required for convergence in
the mth time window.

The term
(

1 + log ε
log η

)
, on the right hand side of (15), is comparable to the ite-

ration count for a classical Schwarz (non WR) method on the corresponding elliptic

problem, which is bounded by
(

1 + log ε
log β

)
. The remaining terms measure the additio-

nal iterations required because of the adaptive waveform relaxation. If max
1≤j≤m

Fj−Fm
proven that the iteration count is independent of the time horizon. This is a difficult
task in general, because the error estimate in our computational model is only an
upper bound; however, we will be able to bound Em as a constant times m.

Bounding Em when m ≤ P is trivial. Recall that Dm = 0 for m = 1, . . . , P ,
because the first P time intervals have priority over later time intervals. (14) simplifies
to

Fm = −m log ξ

| log η|
, m = 1, . . . , P.(16)
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Hence, (15) for m = 1, 2, . . . , P gives

Em ≤ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ max
1≤j≤m

Fj − Fm = 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

,

which is close to the iteration count for a non-adaptive Schwarz WR method on these
time blocks when η ≈ β. If m > P , Dm is no longer zero, and we need to resort to
the following recurrence relation to derive an equation for the delay,

Dm+P = Em − P, m = 1, 2, . . . .(17)

From (14), we have

Fm+P = Dm+P − (m+ P )
log ξ

| log η|

= (Em − P )− (m+ P )
log ξ

| log η|

≤ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ max
1≤j≤m

Fj −Dm − P
log ξ

| log η|
− P,

or equivalently,

Fm ≤ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ max
1≤j≤(m−P )

Fj −Dm−P − P
log ξ

| log η|
− P.(18)

Since Dm = 0 for m = 1, . . . , P , it will be convenient to simplify max
1≤j≤m

Fm iteratively

for `P < m ≤ (`+ 1)P . Consider the case ` = 1, i.e., P < m ≤ 2P . Using (16), (18)
simplifies to

Fm ≤ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

− (P + 1)
log ξ

| log η|
− P.

If

∆ := 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

− P
(

1 +
log ξ

| log η|

)
is positive, then

max
1≤m≤2P

Fm ≤ −
log ξ

| log η|
+ ∆,

otherwise it is just bounded by − log ξ/| log η|. Repeating this argument for ` =
2, 3, . . ., we see that for `P < m ≤ (`+ 1)P ,

Fm ≤


− log ξ

| log η|
+ `∆, ∆ > 0,

− log ξ

| log η|
+ ∆, ∆ ≤ 0.

By substituting the above into (18), we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. Consider a WRAP method that satisfies the model (10), and as-
sume that ξ and η satisfy (ξ − α)(η − β) = 1. Let Em be the time to convergence for
the mth time window, i.e., the smallest k such that H(m, k + 1) ≤ ε, where ε is a
predefined tolerance. Let ` be an integer such that `P < m ≤ (`+ 1)P . Then

Em ≤ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ (m− 1)
log ξ

| log η|
+ ` ·max

{
0, 1 +

| log ε|
| log η|

− P
(

1 +
log ξ

| log η|

)}
.
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To estimate the wall time needed to complete the integration, we introduce the concept
of effective parallel linear solves (EPLS), which is defined as the number of columns in
the dependency graph, assuming that all tasks in a column are simultaneously com-
puted. For the standard time-stepping algorithm, the number of EPLS is estimated
by

M

(
1 +
| log ε|
| log β|

)
=: kstd,

where β < η is the actual contraction rate when we have exact initial conditions,

and
(

1 + | log ε|
| log β|

)
is the number of iterations required for convergence on a single time

interval. For the WRAP algorithm, the EPLS is given by EM + (M − 1), where the
extra M − 1 solves arise because the task involving time interval IM can only appear
in the task list after M − 1 updates, even if there is no delay in execution. Letting
M − 1 = `P + r, where 0 ≤ r < P , we have

EPLS ≤

(`+ 1)
(

1 + | log ε|
| log η|

)
+ r

(
1 + log ξ

| log η|

)
, P <

(
1 + | log ε|

| log η|

)
/
(

1 + log ξ
| log η|

)
,

1 + | log ε|
| log η| + (M − 1)

(
1 + log ξ

| log η|

)
, otherwise.

We see that the ratio,

P ∗ =

(
1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

)
/

(
1 +

log ξ

| log η|

)
,

determines the optimal number of processors per subdomain. In fact, if P < P ∗, then
we have

EPLS ≤
(

1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

)
(`+ 1 + r/P ∗) ≤ M + P − 1

P

(
1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

)
.

If we have η ≈ β, then the theoretical speedup becomes

Speedup =
kstd

EPLS
' P

(
1 +

P − 1

M

)−1

,

meaning the speedup approaches P as the number of time intervals becomes large.
Thus, we get perfect speedup in the limit. On the other hand, if P ≥ P ∗, then

EPLS ' (M + P ∗ − 1)

(
1 +

log ξ

| log η|

)
,

so the speedup is bounded above by

Speedup ≤ MP ∗

M + P ∗ − 1
→ P ∗ as M →∞.

Remark. If we assume (15) is a reasonable approximation of the actual iteration
count, i.e., if

km ≈ 1 +
| log ε|
| log η|

+ max
1≤j≤m

Fj − Fm,

then a straightforward substitution yields

km ≈

{ | log ε|
| log η| + (m− 1) log ξ

| log η| , 1 ≤ m ≤ P,
max

(
P (1 + log ξ

| log η| ),
| log ε|
| log η|

)
, m > P.
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Thus, for the initial time intervals, we need to take additional iterations to offset the
growth of the error as m increases. The same thing happens with the non-adaptive
WR method. Beyond the first P intervals, however, the number of iterations is
essentially constant, but the constant depends on the number of processors P . For
small P , we take the same number of iterations as the sequential method, but for
large P , the constant is proportional to P . This is in agreement with our numerical
experiments, see section 4.

Remark. The maximum possible speedup when P = M has been previously
studied for the non-adaptive WR method [30]. Specifically, EPLS = M+K, where K
is the number of waveform iterations computed for the non-adaptive WR method. To
compute the maximum possible speedup when P = M for the adaptive WR method,
we first let km be the number of iterations required by a Schwarz iteration in time block
Im (i.e., the adaptive WR method with P = 1). Denote ktot =

∑M
m=1 km. Let k̃m be

the number of iterations required in time block Im for the adaptive WR method with
P = M , and denote k̃max = max1≤m≤M k̃m. Then the maximum possible speedup
for the adaptive WR method with P = M is

ktot

M + k̃max

.(19)

This speedup can be estimated by realizing that ktot = Mkavg, and the ratio M
M+k̃max

is bounded above by one. Hence, the maximum possible speedup is bounded by kavg.

4. Numerical Experiments. In this section, we perform several experiments
that illustrate the behavior of the WRAP framework applied to different DD met-
hods and problems. In subsection 4.1, we solve the heat equation using three DD
methods, namely, the classical and optimized Schwarz WR methods, as well as the
Neumann-Neumann WR method. In subsection 4.2, we briefly survey other parallel-
in-time approaches to highlight the difficulty of time parallelism and to frame our
contributions in the broader picture. In subsection 4.3, we consider an advection-
diffusion equation that is advection dominated; this is an interesting case because the
performance of other time-parallel methods such as parareal [26], deteriorates as the
equation becomes more and more dominated by advection. Finally in subsection 4.4,
we present a nonlinear PDE system that models an idealized autocatalytic reaction.

4.1. Linear Heat equation. We begin by using the adaptive classical Schwarz
waveform relaxation approach to solve the linear heat equation in one dimension,

ut = uxx, x ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, 1],

u(0, x) = sin(π x),

We discretize the system using backward Euler in time and central differences in
space, with ∆x = 1/1024 and ∆t = 0.01. The spatial domain is subdivided into four
overlapping subdomains; the width of the overlap region is chosen to be 1

16 th of the
subdomain width, requiring the classical Schwarz WR method to take many iterations
to converge to the mono-domain solution. One hundred time blocks, each consisting
of one time step, are used. For a tolerance of 10−6, the number of waveform iterates
required at each time step for various ntasks values are shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, several observations should be made. First, consider the total
number of iterations (tasks) required for each implementation with ntasks, i.e., the
area under each curve in Figure 5. The implementation requiring the fewest total
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Fig. 5: Classical Schwarz coupling conditions: Number of waveform iterates at each
time step required to reach the same final tolerance for varying numbers of simulta-
neous tasks.

number of iterations is ntasks = 1, corresponding to the classical Schwarz DD met-
hod. This is unsurprising since we are iterating each time step until convergence,
so later time steps do not need to spend extra iterations to eliminate the error pro-
pagated from earlier time steps. Second, the total number of waveform iterates for
the adaptive WR approach is significantly lower than for the non-adaptive classical
Schwarz WR approach. Lastly, as ntasks is increased, the total number of waveform
iterates required increases.

Figure 5 does not address the speedup that is possible using adaptive pipelining,
however. In Figure 6, we depict the computation of the waveform iterates for each
time step (x-axis) relative to when they are computed in the simulation (y-axis) for
the case ntasks = 8. (Figure 6 can be viewed as the silhouette of the dependency
graph, rotated by 90 degrees.) Observe that the height of the bar corresponds to the
number of iterations required at each time step. The WRAP algorithm does more
iterations initially, consistent with the analysis. Also observe that each horizontal
slice of the plot in Figure 6 will have at most eight markers because the maximum
number of tasks that are simultaneously computed in this example is ntasks = 8.
Finally, we see that the WRAP algorithm has a preference for iterating earlier time
steps to convergence; later time steps are not started until the earlier time steps are
iterated to convergence.

Table 1 shows the speedup that can be expected using the adaptive pipeline WR
approach with classical Schwarz transmission conditions. Columns 2–3 display the
effective number of parallel linear solves (EPLS) and speedup for M = 100 time
intervals; columns 4–5 show the same for a repeated experiment with M = 1000. The
theoretical speedup is computed by taking the ratio of the the number of effective
parallel linear solves using the adaptive pipeline WR framework against that of the
classical Schwarz domain decomposition method (ntasks = 1). For M = 100, the
speedup increases monotonically with ntasks, but saturates at approximately 6, even
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Fig. 6: Classical Schwarz coupling conditions: bars denote computation of the wa-
veform iterates for each time step (x-axis) relative to when they are computed in the
simulation (y-axis) for the case ntasks = 8. Here, the walltime unit is the amount
of time it would take to compute one parallel solve. This WRAP method using
ntasks = 8 requires 841 effective parallel linear solves.

when ntasks = 100. The observed saturated speedup is in agreement with (19).
Specifically, we have k̃max = 529 for the adaptive WR method with ntasks = 100.
Since M = 100 and ktot = 3841 (note: ktot = EPLS for ntasks = 1), (19) gives a
theoretical maximum speedup of 6.1.

ntasks
M = 100 M = 1000

EPLS speedup EPLS speedup
1 3841 – 9902 –
2 2017 1.90 5182 1.91
4 1195 3.21 3101 3.19
8 841 4.57 2183 4.54
16 687 5.59 1748 5.66
32 629 6.11 1537 6.44
100 628 6.12 1388 7.13

Table 1: Heat equation in one dimension using classical Schwarz coupling conditions.
Reported: theoretical speedup using the adaptive pipeline WR approaches for various
ntasks (number of time parallel tasks), with M = 100 time blocks (columns 2–3) and
M = 1000 (columns 4–5). The effective number of parallel linear solve (EPLS) is
defined in subsection 3.4.

Speedup can be potentially improved when more time blocks are used, since the
processors can then march in a pipe for a larger number of tasks, as shown in columns
4–5 of Table 1. For M = 1000, the speedup saturates at around 7, which is better
than before, but only marginally. The reason is that the problem has become easier
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as ∆t becomes smaller: for ntasks = 1, i.e. the standard time stepping method only
requires an average of 9.9 EPLS per time step, instead of 38.4 EPLS per time step
when ∆t = 0.01. Also note that WRAP now only takes 1388 effective solves (with
ntasks = 100) to complete a 1000-step integration, i.e., about 1.4 EPLS per step.
With such a low EPLS per step, it is unlikely that further speedup can be obtained
by adding processors in the time direction. Nevertheless, this speedup comes on top
of any spatial parallelism, so an extra multiplicative factor of 5 to 7 in the speedup is
nontrivial.

Next, we report the results when different coupling conditions are used. In co-
lumns 2–3 of Table 2, we report the EPLS and speedup when optimized transition
conditions are imposed between subdomains, with optimized parameter p = 1√

∆t
. The

time horizon is divided into M = 100 time blocks, with each time block consisting of a
single time step. Four non-overlapping spatial domains were used, with ∆x = 1/1024.
Even with a smaller tolerance of 10−12, modest parallel speedup numbers are obser-
ved. This can be explained by the low number of EPLS per time step, which went from
8.65 for ntasks = 1 to 1.65 for ntasks ≥ 16, since more effective coupling conditions
were used. In columns 4–5, we report the EPLS and speedup for a non-Schwarz vari-
ant: an adaptive pipeline parallel implementation for Neumann–Neumann waveform
relaxation (NNWR) methods [31]. The NNWR method performs a two-step itera-
tion consisting of first solving a “Dirichlet” sub-problem on each space–time domain,
followed by solving an auxiliary “Neumann” sub-problem.

ntasks
Optimized SWR NNWR
EPLS speedup EPLS speedup

1 865 – 1358 –
2 436 1.98 681 1.99
4 228 3.79 350 3.88
8 176 4.91 206 6.59
16 165 5.24 170 7.99
100 165 5.24 164 8.28

Table 2: Heat equation in one dimension using the WRAP method for Optimized
SWR and Neumann–Neumann WR (NNWR). Here, four non-overlapping spatial
domains were used along with M = 100 time blocks, and a tolerance of 10−12.

Lastly, we solve the linear heat equation in two dimensions to illustrate the
speedup that can be expected when the EPLS per step increases,

ut = uxx + uyy, Ω = [0, 1]× [0, 1], t ∈ [0, 1],

u(0, x, y) = e−10
√

(x−0.5)2+(y−0.5)2 . (x, y) ∈ Ω.

Using ∆x = 1
40 ,∆y = 1

60 , we split the spatial domain into 4× 3 subdomains with an
overlap of 2∆x or 2∆y. For the time integration, we take M = 400 time blocks with
∆t = 1

400 . The EPLS and speedup are reported in Table 3. The average EPLS per
time step is 47 for ntasks = 1; the average EPLS per time step for ntasks = 16 is
five.

4.2. Other Parallel-In-Time approaches. Before we continue with more nu-
merical experiments, we digress briefly to compare our numbers against published
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ntasks EPLS speedup
1 19042 –
2 9572 1.99
4 4948 3.85
8 2800 6.80
16 1838 10.36
32 1400 13.60
64 1205 15.80

Table 3: Heat equation in two dimensions using classical Schwarz coupling conditions.

speedup results obtained for other time-parallel methods such as revisionist integral
deferred correction methods (RIDC) [8], parareal [26], multi-grid-in-time (MGRIT)
[11] and parallel exponential integrators [12]. This comparison is not intended to
promote any specific method or approach, as many of the underlying problems, how
speedup is evaluated, and the underlying computing hardware may differ. Rather, the
purpose of this discussion is to highlight the difficulty of time-parallelism and situate
our contribution in the broader picture.4

• We begin our discussion with RIDC, which uses a predictor and correctors
in parallel to generate high-order time integrators. Although only capable
of small-scale parallelism, RIDC is able to achieve 8× speedup using eight
time-parallel tasks to solve the linear heat equation and the Brusselator [7].

• The most widely studied parallel-in-time algorithm is the Parareal algorithm.
Selecting the coarse and fine propagator is an art, but often, the coarse grid
correction is the bottleneck of the parareal algorithm. A recent attempt to
accelerate coarse grid correction has shown that a speedup of 5–6× can be
expected with a parallel coarse grid correction [37] when there are 100 time
parallel tasks.

• We next turn our attention to XBraid [1], a software package that implements
MGRIT. In [19], XBraid was used to solve a model problem that mimics
unsteady flow at low Reynolds number. Using 256 cores, XBraid was able to
achieve a speed up of 5–6× over a serial computation.

• The original parallel exponential integrator was generalized for non-linear
problems by using a rational approximation. Dubbed REXI (rational expo-
nential integrators), the idea is to approximate the computationally expensive
approach of exponential integrators while adding additional degrees of paral-
lelization. A recent manuscript [32] explores scalability for REXI applied to
linear oscillatory problems. For their time parallelization results, the authors
get a performance improvement of 118× using 3584 cores as compared against
a sequential RK4 integrator, approximately 3% efficiency.

4.3. Advection–Diffusion. Next, we solve the advection-diffusion equation

ut = νuxx + ux, x ∈ [0, 2], t ∈ [0, 4],

with periodic boundary conditions,

u(0, t) = u(2, t), ux(0, t) = ux(2, t), t ∈ (0, T ),

4A notable omission from this brief survey is the parallel full approximation scheme in space and
time (PFASST) [10] because the spatial and time parallelism is tightly coupled there.
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and with initial conditions u(x, 0) = e−20(x−1)2 for x ∈ (0, 2). We discretize the system
using backward Euler in time and first order upwind in space, with ∆x = 1/512 and
∆t = 0.01. As ν → 0, the problem becomes more and more advection dominated.
It has been shown in [13] that the convergence of the Parareal method deteriorates
for small ν, and speedup suffers as a result. We show our results for ν = 0.05
and ν = 0.005 in Table 4. Four overlapping subdomains and Dirichlet transmission
conditions are used in both cases. We see that our speedup remains reasonable even
for these highly advection-dominated cases. In fact, the less favorable speedup for
ν = 0.005 is due to the problem being easier : serial time-stepping only requires 2400
EPLS, or 6 EPLS per time step, instead of 4589 EPLS (or 11.5 EPLS per time step)
in the more diffusive case. For ν = 0.005, Figure 7 shows only a few waveform iterates
are required to reach the same final tolerance if the fewer ntasks are used.
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Fig. 7: WRAP for advection-diffusion equation with ν = 0.005: plot shows the number
of waveform iterates at each time step required to reach the same final tolerance for
varying numbers of simultaneous tasks.

ntasks
ν = 0.05 ν = 0.005

EPLS speedup EPLS speedup
1 4859 – 2400 –
2 2437 1.99 1201 2.00
4 1250 3.89 604 3.97
8 754 6.44 422 5.69
16 562 8.65 418 5.74
32 489 9.94 418 5.74
100 487 10.00 418 5.74

Table 4: Theoretical speedup using the WRAP framework applied to the advection-
diffusion problem with various ν’s and M = 400 time blocks.
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4.4. Brusselator. In the last experiment, we consider an idealized autocatalytic
reaction, the Brusselator system, which can be modeled by the following reaction–
diffusion system,

ut = A+ u2 v − (B + 1)u+ αuxx,

vt = B u− u2 v + α vxx.

Here, A = 1 and B = 3 are rate constants, and α = 1
50 is the diffusion constant. The

initial and boundary conditions are:

u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 1, v(0, t) = v(1, t) = 3,

u(x, 0) = 1 + sin 2π x, v(x, 0) = 0.

This reaction system is nonlinear, and stiff due to the diffusion. We discretize the
system using an IMEX scheme: the reaction term is handled explicitly using the
explicit Euler integrator, and the diffusion term is handled implicitly using the implicit
Euler integrator. A centered finite difference approximation is used to approximate the
diffusion term. The spatial domain is subdivided into four overlapping subdomains;
the width of the overlap region is again chosen to be 1

16 th of the subdomain width. One
hundred time blocks, each consisting of one time step, are used. Similar observations
to the first numerical experiment can be made. For a tolerance of 10−6, the number
of waveform iterates required at each time step for various ntasks values are shown
in Figure 8. The theoretical speedup is summarized in Table 5.
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Fig. 8: Solving the Brusselator equation using the WRAP framework with Dirichlet
transmission conditions. Here, we plot the number of waveform iterates at each time
step required to reach the same final tolerance for varying numbers of simultaneous
tasks.

5. Conclusions. Adaptive pipelining is introduced to efficiently utilize a fixed
number of computational workers for waveform relaxation methods. In this method,
we address two main issues of WR methods, namely convergence degradation for
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ntasks EPLS speedup
1 975 –
2 495 1.97
4 270 3.61
8 184 5.30
16 154 6.33
100 149 6.54

Table 5: Theoretical speedup for solving the Brusselator system using the WRAP
framework with Dirichlet transmission condition and M = 100 time blocks.

long-time integration, and oversolving in the initial time steps. We do so by keeping
the effective window of integration small, and reassigning workers from converged
time steps in order to grow the time horizon. The new WRAP methods are analyzed
to show the theoretical speedup that can be expected. The WRAP framework has
several desirable properties. First, one limiting case recovers Schwarz DD methods,
allowing a direct comparison with classical DD methods. Another limiting case reco-
vers classical WR methods. The numerical experiments show that parallel speedup
with moderate efficiency over classical DD methods can be expected with the WRAP
framework. Secondly, although the parallel speedup saturates as the number of tasks
(i.e. number of waveform iterates computed in parallel) increases, the speedup ap-
pears as a multiplicative factor when used in combination with other temporal or
spatial parallelism. In fact, this method can be used within parareal itself in order to
accelerate the fine integration steps. Thus, our method is complementary to existing
space and time parallel methods.
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